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neighbour, and again he turned for assistance to Normandy. ^liance ?*
It had been the Norman duke, Robert I, who had made it Normandy
possible for him to maintain himself at the beginning of his against
reign.   In return Henry had ceded to him the Vexin and had ^OVL
promised to recognise Robert's illegitimate son William as
the next duke.   When Robert died in the Holy Land in
1035, he kept his promise, and later when a rebellion broke
out against the young William (then twenty years of age)
in 1047, Henry fought in person against the rebels and assisted
in their rout at the battle of Val-es-Dunes.   William accord-
ingly joined him in an attack on Anjou, which was proceeding
successfully when the king suddenly changed sides.   He was Henry's
apparently satisfied with the check that had been given to 7^^;
Angevin aggression, and felt that more danger was to bequences
apprehended from the growing power of Normandy.   Perhaps
he hoped by playing them against one another to advance
his own position.   If so he was taking a gambler's risk, for
his resources were inadequate, and the loss was not com-
mensurate with the gain.   The end of the Norman alliance,
which had meant so much to the monarchy, was an event of
the first magnitude in the history of France.   It occurred
just at the middle of the century, and coincided with the
regeneration of the Papacy by Henry III, the event which
radically altered the history of the German and Italian
kingdoms.
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